Have everyone make a “Wish List” with Tupperware’s GIFT REGISTRY, but when they haven’t try these ideas...

For the Chocolate Lover: The SILICONE SPATULA and MIX ‘N STOR PITCHER (p24) filled with chocolate cookies (include recipe), their favorite chocolate candy, gourmet hot chocolate, chocolate pudding mix, a QUICK SHAKE (p6) for easy preparation and add chocolate kisses. Shrink wrap and add ribbons!

For the Pet Lover: Fill the SUPER OVAL 5 (p66) with leash, collar, toys, pet stain remover, gift certificate to pet store. This container is perfect for storing and pouring dry pet food. Include an ECO WATER BOTTLE (p38) and a FLAT OUT! container (p47) for use as a travelling water bowl.

For the Movie Buff: Fill THATSA BOWL (p22) with gift certificates to Blockbuster and or movie theater, CD’s of movie soundtracks, batteries for the remote, popcorn. Include an INSULATED TUMBLER (p46) for the cold drink!

For the Workout Addict or Dieter: Fill the FRIDGESMART (p61) with some workout tapes/cd’s, power bars, sports drinks, gift certificate to gym and a book for inspiration. Include a SPORTS BOTTLE or INSULATED TUMBLER (p46) and a QUICKSHAKE (p6) for mixing power/diet drinks. For healthy cooking add a MICROSTEAMER (p12) or a SMARTSTEAMER (p6).

For Baby: Fill a MODULAR MATE RECTANGLE 4 (p66) with rattles, bib, stuffed toy, SHAPE-O BALL (p50), DIVIDED DISH SET and/or LITTLE BOWL SET (p50), or the ECO COMPLETE BABY SET (p48). Add a MICKEY MOUSE ICE TUPS SET (p55) for teething. They can turn the Modular Mate into a time capsule or use to store toys!

For the Casino Lover: Fill the IMPRESSIONS SMALL OR MEDIUM BOWL (p34) with a deck of cards, dice, poker chips, bag of peanuts, hand held casino games, an instruction book on how to win at.. (blackjack, poker, etc).

For the Baker: The DESSERT GIFT SET (p68) is the perfect gift; or Fill the RECTANGLE CAKE TAKER (p24), MEASURING CUPS AND SPOONS (p23), SILICONE SPATULA (p24), the SQUEEZE IT DECORATOR (p24), PIE PRESS/EMPANADA MAKER (p23) and include the QUICK CHEF PRO (p9).

For the Grill Specialist: Fill the SEASON SERVE (p27) with QUICKSHAKE (p6), SEASONING BLENDS (p5&6), some great BBQ sauce, grill tools, apron, mitts, and marinade recipes. [You can add a HAMBURGER PRESS SET if available]

My 1st Kitchen: Fill the MIX ‘N STOR PITCHER (p24) with GRATE ‘N MEASURE (p5), MEASURING CUPS AND SPOONS (p23), SILICONE SPATULA (p24), PEELER and CAN OPENER (p19), or the CHEF SERIES PRO STARTER KNIFE SET (p20). STUFFABLES SUPER SET (p58) rounds out for storage.

New Mom: If mom wants to make her own nutritious baby food, get her the QUICK CHEF PRO (p9), SNACK CUPS (p34) or LITTLE BOWL SET (p49) or SMALL MODULAR BOWL SET (p59), EARLY AGES COMPLETE BABY SET (p48), SMART STEAMER (p6) or MICROSTEAMER (p12). Add a MICKEY MOUSE ICE TUPS SET (p55) for teething baby and homemade ice pops when older. Don’t forget a COMMUTER MUG (p46) for mom.

For the Couch Potato: Fill a THATSA MEGA BOWL (p22) or a MODULAR MATES SQUARE (p66) with potato chips, nuts, candy, TV guide, universal remote, batteries for remote, gift certificate to Blockbuster or cable company. Don’t forget the beverage with an INSULATED TUMBLER (p46).

For the Spicy Food/Salsa Lover: Give the SALSA COLLECTION (p71) and tortilla chips. Include extra SOUTHWESTERN CHIPOLTE SEASONING (p6), recipes, ECO WATER BOTTLES (p38), and pepcid!

For the Busy Mom/Single Dad: The TUPPERWAVE STACK COOKER (p14), SMARTSTEAMER (p6), MICROWAVE RICE MAKER (p12), MICROWAVE PASTA MAKER (p5), VENT N SERVE COLLECTION (p12-13), makes cooking quick and easy when you don’t have much time to spend in the kitchen.

College Student/Dorm Room Special: Fill a small laundry basket with FLATOUT CONTAINERS (p47), MICROWAVE LUNCHEON PLATES (p33) IMPRESSIONS TUMBLERS (p33), MICROWAVE CEREAL BOWLS (p34), MICROWAVE PASTA MAKER (p5), CEREAL STORER (p56), CRYSTAL WAVE SOUP MUG (p46) or VENT N SERVE SOUP MUG (p12), box of pasta, cans of soup& sauces, pre-paid phone card, writing paper, envelopes, pens and stamps.

Holiday 2011
For the Salad Lover: Give the HEALTHY SALAD ON THE GO set (p45), SALAD SPINNER (p6), and QUICKSHAKE (p6) and the SENSATIONAL SALAD SOLUTIONS RECIPE BOOK (p45).

For the Crafter/Sewing: Fill SQUARE AWAY CONTAINERS set (p47), SHEER MIDGERS (p24), KEEP TABS CONTAINERS (p58) or PACK N STORE SET (p58) with craft supplies, needles, threads, beads, ribbons, glue, papers, scissors, markers, etc. and gift certificate to a craft supplies store.

For the Wine (& Cheese) Lover: Fill a MODULAR MATES RECTANGULAR 4 (p66) with a bottle of wine, CORKSCREW and WINE ACCESSORIES SET (p28), and CHIC DINING WINE GLASSES (p28). [You can include a CHEESESMART and a CHEESEKEEPER as well if available.]

For Someone who enjoys Camping/Picnics: Fill a basket, cooler or backpack with FLATOUT CONTAINERS (p41), SQUARE AWAY CONTAINERS (p41), SPORTS WATER BOTTLE (p40), ECO WATER BOTTLES (p40), SUMMER TUMBLERS (p38), SANDWICH KEEPER SET (p41), LUNCHEON PLATES (p9).

For the Traveller: Fill a backpack or dufflebag with FLATOUT CONTAINERS (p47), SHEER MIDGERS (p24), ECO WATER BOTTLES (p38), COMMUTER MUG (p46), maps, road atlas, gas card, prepaid phone card, flashlight, batteries, etc.

For the Computer Buff: Fill a MODULAR MATE SUPER OVAL 5 (p66) with a mouse pad, wrist rest, blank cd’s, labels, flash drives, INSULATED COMMUTER MUG or INSULATED TUMBLER (p46), current issue of PC Magazine or PC Gamer Magazine.

For the Ice Cream Lover: Give a QUICK CHEF PRO (w/ice cream recipe) (p9), ICE CREAM SCOOP (p19), SERVING CENTER SET (p32), MODULAR MATE SQUARE 2 (p66) to store any left over ice cream in freezer.

For the Pasta Lover: The PASTA LOVER GIFT SET (p71) is a perfect gift; or fill a MICROFIRE PASTA MAKER (p5) and SPAGHETTI DISPENSER (p56) with SPAGHETTI, sauce, pasta and recipes.

For the Working Mom: Give the FASHION LUNCH SET (p42), VENT N SERVE SOUP MUG (p12), COMMUTER MUG (p46), stuffed with a gift certificate to a day spa, stuff SHEER MIDGERS (p24) with spare panty hose and spare change for lunch or meters.

The Boy Scout/Girl Scout “Be Prepared” Kit - Fill MODULAR RECTANGULAR 4 or 5 (p66) with flashlight, batteries, battery operated radio, candles, matches, blanket, first aid kit, ECO WATER BOTTLE (p38), FLATOUT CONTAINER (p47), a manual on “What to do in case of emergencies”.

For Mommy’s Little Helper: The KIDS IN THE KITCHEN BAKING SET (p48), MICKEY MOUSE ICE TUPS SET (p55), SQUARE AWAY CONTAINER SET (p47) filled with crayons, papers, stickers, pencils, erasers, markers, and other things to keep them busy in the car for trips or when bored.

For the Person Who likes to Entertain: Gift the CHIC DINING SERVING COLLECTION (p30-31), the CHIP N DIP SET (p32), SERVER CENTER SET (p32), or the COMPLETE CHIC DINING COCKTAIL COLLECTION (p28). Round it out with an AMAZING APPETIZERS RECIPE BOOK (p8).

For the Green Gardener/Home Canner/Freezer: Gift the FRIDGESMART COLLECTION (p61), HERB GROW, STORE & PREP SET (p11), FREEZER MATES COLLECTION (p62-63), or MODULAR MATES (p65-67), some mason jars, seeds, gardening tools, garden gloves, some recipes.

For the “Go Green”/Eco Smart Person: Gift the ECO WATER FILTER PITCHER (p38), REPLACEMENT WATER FILTER GRANULES (p38), ECO WATER BOTTLES (p38), MICROFIBER CLEANING CLOTHS & TOWELS (p40-41), SMARTSTEAMER (p6).

For The Coffee Lover: Gift the COFFEE HOUSE SET and SUGAR AND CREAMER SET (p73). Fill with their favorite coffee blend, filters, gift card to local coffee house, Starbucks or Dunkin’ Donuts.

For a Housewarming Gift: IMPRESSIONS CLASSIC BOWL SET (p34), SANTOKU KNIVES SET (p20), CHEF SERIES COOKWARE (p28), CHIP N DIP SET (p32), UNIVERSAL SERIES KNIVES SET (p16) or THE CHIC DINING SERVING COLLECTION (p30-31).

Welcome to the Neighborhood: Bring a cake in either the ROUND CAKE TAKER or the RECTANGULAR CAKE TAKER (p24), or other baked goods in a PREP ESSENTIALS SNACK-STOR (p25) or PIE CONTAINER (p24) and let them keep the Tupperware. Include a list of places in the area with addresses or directions to places that might be helpful such as Chinese Take Out, Pizza Delivery, Grocery Stores, Hospitals, Pharmacies, etc.
For a Bride & Groom: Have them register their BRIDAL REGISTRY with Tupperware, or give a set such as CHEF SERIES COOKWARE (p18), CHEF SERIES COMPLETE KNIFE SET (p20), UNIVERSAL SERIES KNIVES SET (p16) THE CHIC DINING COMPLETE SERVING COLLECTION (p30-31), CHIC DINING COCKTAIL COLLECTION (p28). MODULAR MATES COLLECTION (p66), VENT N’SERVE COLLECTION (12-13), TUPPERWAVE STACK COOKER COLLECTION (p24) or a SMART STEAMER (p8).

Create a romantic evening: Fill a MODULAR MATE SQUARE 4 (p66) with a bottle of wine, CORKSCREW (p28), CHIC DINING WINE GLASSES (p28), a romantic movie, candles, candle holders, romantic music CD, cheese and crackers.

A Gift from the Heart: Fill a 3 PIECE HOLIDAY CANISTER SET and HOLIDAY SNACK CANISTER (p68) with homemade cookies, homemade candies, holiday ornaments, CD of holiday music, Candy canes and foil wrapped chocolate.

Create a New Year’s Eve Pack: Fill a MODULAR MATE SQUARE 4 (p66) with a bottle of champagne, MODULAR MATE RECTANGLE 2 (p66), or a PACK N STORE container (p56) with small clips, scrunchies, barrettes, brush & comb, a magazine featuring the latest hair styles, nail polish, nail care kit, and a gift certificate to a Day Spa or Beauty Salon.

For Girls: HELLO KITTY LUNCH SOLUTIONS SET or HELLO KITTY RETRO or RAINBOW SET (p51), DISNEY PRINCESS BEVERAGE AND SNACK SET (p54), DISNEY FAIRIES TUMBLERS (p54), or DORA THE EXPLORER MEAL AND LUNCH SET (p53).

For Boys: SPIDERMAN LUNCH SET (p52), SPONGEBOB SQUAREPANTS LUNCH SET (p53), DISNEY PIXAR CARS SET (p54).

Kids Central: DISNEY FUNTASTIC FRIENDS TUMBLERS (p55), MICKEY MOUSE ICE TUPS SET (p55), KIDS IN THE KITCHEN BAKING SET (p48), SHAPE-O TOY (p50).

Gifts $15 Or Under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“25 Pasta Creations” Recipe Book</td>
<td>“Amazing Appetizers” Recipe Book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick Shake Container</td>
<td>On The Go Cutlery Set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microfiber Sponge Set</td>
<td>Microfiber Dishcloth Set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Wave Soup Mug</td>
<td>Large Sports Water Bottle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Ages Eco Formula Dispenser</td>
<td>Ideal Lil’ Bowl Set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modular Mates Ovals 1, 2, and 3</td>
<td>Modular Mates Super Ovals 1 and 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spaghetti Dispenser</td>
<td>Sugar and Creamer Set</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In a SPAGHETTI DISPENSER (p64) layer like sand art:

1/3 cup cocoa         2/3 cup sugar         ½ cup chocolate chips   2/3 cup brown sugar
1 cup + 2 Tbsp flour   ½ cup chopped nuts

Attach the following recipe to the container: SAND ART FUDGY BROWNIES

Combine these ingredients with: 1 Tbsp vanilla, 2/3 cup oil, 3 large eggs. Mix well and pour into 8” square baking dish and bake at 350º for 40 minutes, OR Put in a LARGE SHALLOW VENT N SERVE and microwave on high 8-9 minutes.

Still can’t find the right gift? Try a TUPPERWARE GIFT CERTIFICATE!

COURTESY OF YOUR TUPPERWARE CONSULTANT: